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A

nother UK diving season
draws to a close except for those
hardy individuals who consider
all year round the norm.
There are lots of good
stories about sea diving both
in the soft south and the north
of Scotland. And one or two of
these will be featured in the issue.
For my part can we give
it up in a big for our Try Dive Organiser? It ain’t a romantic appointment but it is carried out
with spectacular ability by Ian
Vine. He contacts the potential
try diver, get names, addresses
emails, sorts the kit, checking
the size of mask, correct fitting
fins and right balance for weight
belts.
This he does week in
and week out, cajoling instructors, sorting problems while the
try diver is in the pool allowing
them to have the best experience, afterwards he can be
found in the bar talking to the
try divers getting feedback. The
Try Dive Organiser offers an essential service for our club. I and
many others are guilty of not
giving freely of our time when
newcomers want to try our
truly exhilarating sport, so next
time the call for help comes lets
make sure we answer that call!
Editor Mike Lindsay

Front cover photograph:
Matt Fry, ‘Bendy’ Camplin,
Andy Hodgson,
Dean McNamara at 50 plus
metres on HMS Stubborn,
Malta 2015

I

would like
to think that I
was again elected to be your
Chairman
for
2015/16 due to
sheer popularity,
but in reality nobody wanted to the position. Indeed none of the
elected positions have been contested. For this club to thrive we
need all the members to participate in its success. We all lead
busy lives, but as a wise man once said to me, “You are never
too busy to do something you want to do”. Even if you feel you
don’t have time to participate fully as a committee member, we
are always pleased to have assistance on an adhoc basis.
	 Now a few thank you’s. To the Committee who worked so
hard to keep the wheels on in 2015 – we go forward into 2016 in
good shape . A special mention for Matt and Andy,
who have proved once again
their superb ability to maintain the high standards of
diving and training which
keeps the club vibrant and
progressive in both safety
and diving skills, and helps
so many to advance their
diving careers.
 	
In an online age, the
dive outlets we patronise
locally need our support.
We all know we can buy kit
cheaper on the web, but if our dive shops fail then getting our
gas online via the web could prove to be rather expensive! They
need your spending power to survive, their success could be in
your hands.
 	
So to 2016, a wish for calm seas and good visibility.
Make sure you are fit to dive, do your buddy checks and be sure
to carry more gas than you need!
 	
We start the year with The Ice Divers Ball in Bracknell,
black tie and posh frocks, eating dancing and maybe(?) a little drinking.  I hope to see as many of you as possible there,
and in particular our newer members are particularly welcome.

Jon

I

n this issue of Mouthpiece
it’s Buoyancy Control Devices
(BCD’s).
Many, many years ago
divers wore homemade wetsuits,
had cylinders converted from
fire extinguishers and gas bottle
regulators attached to give an air
supply. The
BCD didn’t
exist.
Most of the
dive
was
spent ploughing the seabed and you
had to fin
like mad to
get back to
the surface
and more so
to keep your
head above
water once
there.

as surface buoyancy support but
with a bit of crude inflate and deflate control you could keep neutral buoyancy during the dive. Oh
the good old days eh?

Fast forward to today
Buoyancy control is essential to
a safe, comfortable and enjoy-

Musings
from the

Dive Cave

over a small range and typically
can’t be modified very much.
Most divers will have learnt using
one of these and most continue
to dive them. This is commonly
referred to as a BCD, although
confusingly the wing is a BCD
too.
Then there is the modular
setup that has a harness attached
to a rigid backplate, rear
buoyancy cell and peripheral attachment options, giving infinite flexibility for configuration,
commonly referred to
as a wing system.

What’s the difference?
Jacket BCD’s have a single air cell that occupies
the rear and sides.
Most have large expandable pockets on
the sides which often integrate a weight system
with quick release function. They
also have various rings located on
the front and sides to facilitate
the attachment of ancillary items
like reels, torches, compass etc.
An inflator hose is normally fed
over the shoulder.
Having the air cell wrapping around the body gives a

Andy Hodgson
looks at the development of
Buoyancy Control Devices

Some of our distinguished
members will remember the introduction of the FENZY or ABLJ.
(Adjustable Buoyancy Life Jacket)
This was an inflatable
horse collar that primarily acted

able dive. It is one of the cornerstones of our diver training, from
the very first try dive to the most
technical equipment configurations.
Getting this right is not
always as simple or easy as your
peers make out. Choosing the
right device isn’t easy either.
Principally there
are two systems available. The Jacket BCD and
the Wing BCD.
Firstly, the latest
jacket style BCD normally includes harness, wrap
around buoyancy cell,
pockets and weight stowage as an all-encompassing product. Not very
flexible on configuration,
normally only adjustable

comfortable upright posture
when inflated on the surface.
		
The drawback is
when used underwater for neutral buoyancy control it can hold
the air in an unwanted location
and suffers from air migration
when changing attitude in water.
They are quite
bulky, which makes
them less streamlined
underwater, leading
to drag resistance and
increased effort moving through the water.
Sizing is the
biggest issue to contend with. The human body comes
in all shapes. 		
Some people
have lumps and
bumps in places
that others do
not. Some of
those lumps and
bumps can be quite large. So
the jacket BCD has to be made
in many size options. Get the fit
right and it can be very comfortable and fully supportive. Get it
wrong and it won’t just be uncomfortable, it will be a potential
hazard when underwater.
Primarily designed for

single tank diving, they limit the
level of use as progression on to
heavier and more complex configurations occur. Some can be
used for twinset diving but that is
the limit and those models tend
to be even bulkier.
The wing BCD is totally
modular and does not come in
any standard form. For that reason it is more difficult to setup
and can take a lot of trial and error to get it right.
Starting with a rigid
mounting plate made from stainless steel or aluminium, a harness
is attached, often as a continuous run of 50mm webbing for
ultimate failure prevention. Then
the buoyancy cell is chosen to suit
the diving application. Single tank
diving will require a much smaller uplift than twinset with stage
cylinder diving. For greater uplift you

need to choose
a larger capacity cell. The cells
are typically donut (round) or
upturned horseshoe in shape.
This makes up the starting point
for a wing BCD. The only thing
missing is a method of attaching
the cylinder(s) to the backplate.

Conventional cam bands, like
the jacket BCD or more structurally sound steel bolts and bands
would be used.
Using stainless steel
bands and bolts, the
complete assembly
is very stable and
secure. With suitably placed D rings
on the harness the
system can support
a considerable out
of water load perfectly safely.
Once
adjusted to the user’s
preference,
even
when fully loaded up it can be
remarkably comfortable. Flexibility of configuration is one of the
most beneficial aspects. Integrated weight pockets can be added
as can storage pockets. The chest
and waist areas can be kept clutter free for ease of attaching
stage cylinders, torches, backup
regulators and other decorative
items. The adjustability is almost
endless.
Because the buoyancy
cell is not permanently attached,
it can be swapped for an alternative to suit the diving application.
Swapping from single cylinder to
complex twinset configurations
is simple, although you obviously
need to buy an additional wing.
They are not just limited
to conventional SCUBA.Due to
the flexibility and support, they
are used in rebreather setups.
This example has rebreather,
two stage cylinders, suit inflation
bottle, umbilical torch, DSMB’s,
reels, compass and line cutters
all being supported by the harness and sufficient uplift in the
wing cell on the surface.

WHICH IS BEST?
A totally subjective question. Intended application is the key to

choosing. Budget is high on the
list. The jacket BCD is well suited
to novice divers. Apart from getting the right size for a good fit,
there is little that the diver will
need to do to the configuration.
The wrap around cell is more
comforting on the surface and
the pockets, integrated weight
system and attachment points
are all included.
Quality is key. You get
what you pay for. Thin materials,
cheap plastics and flimsy straps
will not last, they are a
false economy. But
heavy duty products are a costly
part of the weight
allowance when
travelling.
What type of
diving will be
done?
UK
diving will
mostly be
wearing a
dry suit,
carrying a reel

with DSMB, a torch, line cutter
and maybe a goody bag, all as
standard. Bouncing around in
RHIB’s or choppy seas on
a hard boat means a robust setup is essential.
Holiday diving with
bare essentials and
baggage weight
restrictions may
dictate a much
lighter but less robust system.
The second hand
market is huge and
real bargains can be
had, ‘caveat emptor’,
don’t go blindly buying off Ebay,
ask for advice first.
The drawbacks are limited customisation and maximum
upthrust/in water buoyancy lift.
Really only suited to single cylinder and pony setups, which is
over 90% of the world’s diving.
The wing BCD requires
the diver to be confident and
willing to have a play with their
kit (furtling), as it can take many
adjustments until it feels right.
The upshot being once it is right
it is very comfortable and ideal
for the intended application.
For more adventurous diving the
wing and metal
backplate become
essential. Solid and
secure mounting
will ensure good
trim control, adjustability will
ensure good
posture and
attitude underwater, correctly sized
buoyancy cell

will ensure adequate uplift and
safety on the surface.
As with the jacket BCD, the type
of diving will
dictate the
setup
b u t
there
is an
element
o f
f l exibility
that
gives
the wing
an advantage. With experience,
it is easy to change the
configuration to suit the diving.
Swap the buoyancy cell for a different capacity version when going from single to twinset, adjust
the harness when going from dry
suit to shorty for holiday diving,
add weight pockets, add extra ‘D’
rings and many more options.
They are produced in much
smaller numbers and the premium brands attract criminal
prices.
The best thing to do is
talk to club members or local
dive shops to get an idea. Beware
that dive shops have a vested interest to push their stock brands.
Dive shows are good to see most
brands and styles in one place
but it’s nearly impossible to leave
without parting with some hard
earned cash.
Club members are always
willing to help and probably loan
some kit to try in the pool.
Ask 10 people what they
think is best and I doubt you will
get the same answer there is no
must have BCD but there are
quite a few to avoid.

N

o matter what stage of
instructing you are at, cotraining is something I cannot
recommend
highly
enough. I have done it many
times and there is always
something you
can learn from
each
other.
It can also be
helpful for the
students – providing continuity when one
of the instructors
cannot
attend, and it
also gives them the experience
of different styles of teaching
as we all have our own ways of
doing things.
This year I have had the
great pleasure of co-instructing with Alan Brown – not sure
if he will say the same.

Casting my mind back
As a rookie Assistant
Instructor I was lucky enough

to have Craig Edwards with
me as my students went in opposite directions. Frantically I
signalled to Craig to follow one
whilst I followed the other.
Feedback from Craig,
at the end of the session…student control! Apparently not

good enough to signal to him…
I needed to sort it out myself
next time! Lesson learnt and I
introduced clear instructions
in all my future briefings of the
importance of staying together,
along with the signal students
will see me make if they do not
stick together like glue. Anyone
who has ever learnt to dive
with me will know what a stickler I am for this buddy bonding
– so now they will know why.

Lovely weather for ducks
Back to Alan, who
took to diving like
a duck to water, I
had a relatively easy
ride…though there
were times when
it did backfire on
me. This brings me
to lesson four and
duck diving. Snorkelling is not my forte
but I managed my

demonstration…which must
have been pretty good as Alan
replicated the duck dives perfectly?
“Now,” I innocently ask,
“do you think you can manage
a whole length of duck dives?”
“Yes, I think so,” says Alan.
T h e n
off he goes…
whoosh…
down the pool
duck dive after duck dive
perfectly performed. Omitting the duck
dives myself I
am still panting and spluttering in an effort to arrive at the other end
of the pool at the same time.
Meanwhile Ian Wooster, our
Pool Marshall for the evening,
is having hysterics poolside.
“Keep up, keep up,” IWoo
cries.
Not for the first time, I suspiciously ask: “Hmmm, very
good…are you sure you have
not taken any dive lessons before?”
“No,” Alan replies, ”but I did
used to be a Junior Snorkel Instructor!”

Moving on
Needless to say, Alan had
no trouble passing his Ocean
Diver and continued on with his
Sports Diver and Dive Leader
qualifications. Meanwhile I was
busy with my theory and practical instructor courses and exams. A glutton for punishment,
Alan stuck his hand up, volunteering to be one of my ‘practice
students’ every time.

This involved sitting
through a dummy run of my
Theory Instructor exam lecture,
not to mention endless days at
Wraysbury being taught every
conceivable open water lesson
under the sun. I am pleased to
say that I managed to pass first
time so no repeat Wraysbury’s
necessary. I am sure Alan was
mightily relieved too.

Fast forward a few
years
So here I am, back at
the dive club after an 18 month
break. The Training Officer is
asking for volunteers to teach
rescue skills. I am very rusty and
somewhat reluctant but needs
must so I find myself back in
the pool with a bunch of trainee
Sports Divers. It turns out that
Alan is now an Assistant Instructor and we are paired up.
It was a shaky start but
Alan quietly reminding me of
a few techniques in rescue
breaths that I had forgotten.
Then he went on to remind me
that it was I who had taught
him…really? Thankfully for all
concerned it didn’t take too long
to get back in the stride and we
quickly put ourselves forward to
co-train again when the next opportunity came up.
Another pair of Ocean
Divers qualified and Alan is now
moving on to become a full
Open Water instructor. I’d wish
him luck but I know he won’t
need it and I’m sure it won’t be
long before I am sitting on the
top of that murky container in
Wraysbury being taught to do
AS ascents, CBL, DSMB deployments and so on as a ‘practice
student’ – pay back time!

S

IX thirty Saturday morning, the SUV pulls up and unfeasible chirpy Mr Lawson jumps
out and throws my dive bags
into the half full boot. Early as

embark and head for the bar
for the overnight crossing.
Thirteen hours later we
reverse the process and meet
the ebullient Lenny with the
mini bus at Lerwick (said with
a silent ‘w’) for the short drive
to MV

Nic Hallett’s saga of Shetland diving
this seems we have slept many
hours longer than those who
have opted to drive the long
first haul to Aberdeen. A thirty minute trip to Heathrow’s
sparkling new T2 and then just
one hour by Virgin Atlantic to
cover the eight hours by car.
Aberdeen is very grey,
chilly and threatening to rain.
Thank goodness this is July
and mid summer otherwise
it would already be raining.
We get to the ferry
terminal just as the first of
the 434 diver drivers turn up
and gear gets stowed in two
large containers before we

Valkyrie, our home and
diving base for the week.
Valkyrie is a 1960’s
trawler, built like a
wooden
battleship,
which seems fitting
for Hazel who is the
exact human equivalent; captain, skipper, dive master and
formidable boss. The
dive deck quickly fills
with three CCR’s, eight
twins, countless stages
and ponies all of which
start to get fettled and
filled ready for the first
dive later that same
morning,
there
is no
hanging around!
The rest
of the boat is
compact and
utterly
efficient; a lounge
is midships with

a TV and two casks of Rebellion
Ale (thanks Bendy), a covered
starboard walkway has dry suit
hanging, then a combined galley and mess in the stern, tight
but doable for 12 diver sized
diners. A hatch in the lounge
drops down a vertical ladder to a
short corridor with six twin bunk
rooms off. This was now home.
The prevailing Southerlies and erratic weather keeps us
moored up in Lerwick all week
so each dive is no more than a
30 minute chug out - dive - and
back again, minimising mal de
mar. Two 20m shake down dives
are on the MV Pionersk, a Russian fish factory ship, broken up
but recognisable with piles of

canning materials and massive
processing augers. It’s 11 celcius but 6m of vis makes it an
interesting root around and all
the CCRs are working...for now.
By Sunday we are at
36m with 15m of vis on MV

Lunokhods and Fraochbann, a
factory ship and trawler respectively, the latter surrounded by
flatfish that gather like groupies
when you pat the sandy sea bed.
Later there is a day of
reef diving before returning to
everyone’s favourite, SS Glenisle. This collier starts at 38m
with 45m to the sea bed, lumps
of dangerous white phosphorus are scattered on deck, earning it the nick name The Cheese
Wreck, but this stuff is not for
Gromit, strictly look but don’t
touch. Although it is dark at
this depth the gin clear clarity
means it is flood lit under a million lumens of LED power. The
two-deck high steam engine

makes this a fascinating dive
which we vote to return to on
the Friday morning.
This is the last dive of
the week, just one dive so we
can max out our gas, our saturation and dive time. The CCRs
are all back up and running
again so run times are stretching out to 80 minutes, thank
goodness for accelerated deco
or they might miss the ferry.
Two hours of rinsing and
breaking kit down sees everything stored in the mini bus for
a mirror image journey back

down south.
In winter Shetland is a
grey, bleak, forbidding and miserable place; in the summer it
is enchanting with 19 hours of
daylight, oily still seas and clear,
bright, blue skies with whips
of gossamer cloud. In a week
you will get to experience both
seasons and often both on the
same day. This is UK dive leader
wreck diving at its finest and
MV Valkyrie probably the best
organised and safest dive platform anywhere in the world.

Deep down
you want the best
sits in front of a man-sized pressure vessel affectionately called
the “steam boob” because it
is shaped like...complete with
teat. Anchors, a spare propellor
and engineer’s workshop with
1m long spanner rusting away

35 ELMSCOTT LANE, CIPPENHAM,
SLOUGH, SL1 5QS
Tel: 01628 666833
Fax: 01628 633900
Email: sloughscubastore@btinternet.com
www.sloughscubastore.co.uk

SLOUGH
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Under

orders to
clean up my “computer room” some
past Bracknell paperwork appeared
from my time as
Publicity
Officer and Secretary,
This list of divers
from 2003 may

bring back memories of those divers who
have come and gone and are still hopefully
diving somewhere around the world.

Jcalledill and“Edwards’
I went recently with the soSocial Group” to

Grenada, and although we both don’t
go diving anymore we had a ball of a
time!
Jean and Chris (Edwards), Carol and Andy (Hodgson), Sarah and Pete
(Custerson) and Ruth and Garry (Beattie) went there a couple of days earlier
than us, and we had planned to join
them there, together with Carol and
Michael (Lindsay), on Monday 24th
October. However, our start wasn’t so
brilliant: the plane out of Gatwick decided to pack up at the interim stop in
St. Lucia, so instead of sipping the first
Rum Punch at Sandals that evening
we had to endure a two-hour bus ride
over bumpy roads to Castries, where a
hotel bed had been organised for us by
the airline. Late dinner was followed by
a late night, and the next day the same
bus got us back to St. Lucia’s airport,
from where we set off to Tobago first
and finally to Grenada. 			
We landed roughly
27 hours later than
anticipated, and I
for one was not too
impressed with the
way our vacation
had been going so far.
That said, not being
stranded alone but being in the wonderfully
entertaining company
of Carol and Michael
made even this misfortune a bit of a great adventure, spiced up with
Carol’s friendly but strict
advice (accompanied by
appropriate arm movements): “Martin, relax!
Take a deep breath in, and
- pffffft - breathe out! - Jill,
focus!”
Needless to say
that things became even
better once we had arrived at the
resort, starting with the welcoming
drinks around the fire at the swimming
pool (thanks, Lorna, our always helpful Travel Agent for suggesting this as a
good spot for liquid nourishment) with
the crowd, a fantastic room, and, joy of
joys, with finally the opportunity to unpack! The next morning saw Jill and me
exploring the various eating facilities.
Breakfast was usually taken by all of us
at “Spices”, buffet style, where usually
Jill and I also went for lunch (reminder
to myself: next time I MUST check out

were there at
Halloween,
dressing up appropriately for
the festivities
in the evening
was a “must”.
For me, there
were two absolute outstanding highlights
during the holby Martin and Jill Sauer
idays. The first
divers with Bracknell during the noughties was a “team
dinner”, organthe “hotdog man”!). Dinner took place
ised by Jean (thanks again for this), at
at various places - a particular place
which the term “Edwards Social Group”
in my memory will keep “Kimono’s”,
was shaped. The other was a “sunset
where we went to as a group and were
cruise” on a catamaran, starting from
entertained at the table by a fast-chopSt. Georges, which took us over the sea
ping and food-throwing chef.
close to our resort and where the crew
French restaurant “Le Jardiprovided delicious nourishments, both
nier”, where, rumour has is, one of
in solid and in liquid form (i.e., booze).
our group was served steak even for
That evening was simply perpudding,
and, believe it
fect - not only because the views were
or not, the “Soy
great, the food and booze were yummie
Sushi House”.
- what made it so special was the comAs
someone
pany! Although we don’t dive anymore,
who does not
Jill and I are feeling extremely lucky to
like fish (or
be part of BSAC 434, and it is the friendsea-food
in
ship and the superb company the club
any form and
members have always provided us with
shape), and
that we are coming back as often as we
in particular
can. Living nowadays in Switzerland we
doesn’t like
cannot join you as often as we’d like, but
it uncooked,
on occasions like this we feel lucky and
it was with
blessed to be associated with such a fine
huge foregroup of people!
bodings that
Eventually the day for travelI let myling home had arrived, and even the
self being
skies cried - it kept p*<bleep>*ing it
dragged
down the whole afternoon. Checking in
there, but
at Grenada airport turned out to be a
to
my
doddle, and the flight back luckily went
genuine
ahead without any hiccups. Arriving at
surprise it
Gatwick we had to say good-bye to evewas one
rybody, as our journey wasn’t at an end
of
the
yet - our plane to Basel would leave the
meals I
next morning from Heathrow.
enjoyed
Summing up, we would say,
best. I did get cooked food,
once again, thank you very much, BSAC
and most of it was meat (rather than
434, for the good times we enjoyed with
fish) and everything tasted exquisitely!
you since nearly 20 years now, and, definitively, “we’ll be back!” It may not be
As for “activities”, we kept ourin Grenada, it may not be at the next Ice
selves usually busy with going to the
Diver’s Ball, but I am sure that sooner or
gym in the mornings, swimming both
later we’ll show our face again.
in the sea and in the pool, enjoying the
company of the others, getting a tan
and reading. Pure relaxation, desperBest regards, and “Grüezi”
ately needed. Beyond this “standard
from Basel,
program”, we all went one morning to
the capital St. Georges, had a “boozecruise” (organised by Sandals), and
went onto a snorkelling trip. As we

Martin

I

Have I done them recently?
Am I fully confident in the performance of my equipment?
Am I fully comfortable and familiar with my equipment?
Am I mentally ready and happy
about this dive?

If you are getting all Nos,
you need to take a step back and
look at what you are doing. You
WAS recently talking to
probably need to head back to
someone about how a diver levwhere you felt comfortable and
el of confidence / preparedness
competent in the water and
is before a dive. I was reminded
build on this experience.
of some thoughts I had about
W h e n
how I apever you are
proach
making
a
checking
pro
g
re
s
s
i
o
n
myself
have a chat to
Have I done dives similarly demanding?
out as I
some of the
get ready
Have I done dives to this depth?
people who
for
a
Have
I
done
them
recently?
have
made
dive.
the
step
you
The first
Am I fully confident in the performance of my equipment?
want to. Talk
thing I alAm I fully comfortable and familiar with my equipment?
to the DO or
ways tell
Training officAm I mentally ready and happy about this dive?
divers is
er about what
that each
you want to
diver is
do and we can
responsible for ensuring that
If
most
of
the
answers
find
a
way
to
get
there. In our
they are ready for a planned
are yes then you are probably
club we are exceeding lucky that
dive. Only you can tell if you
good to go, with the normal levthere are lots
have reservations or feel that it
el
of
caution.
o f
is too big a step. At the begin-

Ask yourself:

ning of the season, or when doing out of the ordinary dives it is
worth taking a bit more time to
think over what you are doing.
Sometimes an internal
checklist can help to make sure
you are ready. Something along
these lines probably goes a long
way:
Ask yourself have; I done
dives similarly demanding?
Have I done dives to this depth?

If there are a
few Nos, have a serious think about
changing what you
are planning and working up to this dive. At the
very least take even more care
than usual and think very hard
about what you are doing, work
out how you can get the help
you need to do the dive you
want.

people with a wealth of experience who can help progress in a
sensible and safe way.

Matt

were divorced and
two sister-in-laws.
But enough of
the travelogue what
we went for was the
diving. The dive
centre was about
100 metres away, so
a couple of minutes

W

ith winter beckoning it
was time to travel warmer climes
for our diving. Twelve of us, seven diving friends and partners
headed for the island of Grenada one of the southern carribean islands.
The resort of Sandals
is an all inclusive high-end exclusive holiday retreat and has
just been refurbished and is
truly idyllic. All meals, snacks,
soft and alcoholic drinks are
inclusive so for a large party of
people it is perfect. A real mix of
restaurants; italian, steak, japanese, english and french.

The party comprised The
Beattie’s, The Edwards, The
Hodgson’s, The Custerson’s,
The Sauer’s and The Lindsay’s.
The impression from the advertising media is that it is for just
couples. Though talking to a few
young ladies as you do, there

arrive ready to check in. Yours
truly asked for a shakedown dive
on the house reef and after 36
minutes using a 10 litre cylinder
I was deemed
ready
to
join
the
elite Bracknell divers;
Chris, Andy
H,
Ruth,
Sarah, Pete
and Garry.
As the six
of them have
already been
at the resort
a couple of
days prior to my arrival the deepest dive the Bianca C at some 50
metres had been logged. Like
all good divers the precaution of
pony cylinders had been part of
the dive support.
The Bianca C was too
deep for me, though the rest of

the dives were most impressive.
Three
wrecks
that
around the 20-25 metre mark
are the Shak’em an overloaded
cement freighter, hence the reason it was at the bottom of the
sea! 			
		
The Three Quarters
Deck as its name implies is three
pieces of hull again from a
freighter. The Veronica L
was probably my favourite a purpose sunk general
cargo ship. The coral and
sculpture park were fairly
drab, with a few of the statues beginning to fall over.
The sea life is plentiful,
varied and very colourful.
Generally the standard
of dive guiding was good
although on one occasion
we were dropped off by the
reef in a reasonably quick
current. 			
The younger divers swimming
against the current to catch up
with the dive guide.
Andy, Chris and I elected to go
with the flow. When recovered to
the boat Chris’s language would
have made Smudge blush!
One incident I heard of
was a certain Geordie (I won’t
name names) removing his reg.
and “continentally” kissing a
French girl underwater.
Would I go to Sandals
again? Probably, a superb experience with a great group of people who all made it a superbly
memorable time. Thanks you
lot.

T

he club had
2 publicity events
in 2015 with the
first being on Saturday 22nd August, at Bracknell
Sports Centre. We
had full use of the
space next to the
coffee shop, (very
handy for our battery charging), and
were not charged
a penny.
It was uncertain how many
people would be around on the Saturday morning, but we didn’t need to
have worried because from the moment we set up our stall decorated
with diving souvenirs and kit, posters, photos and club banner we had
people coming over to talk to us. We
quickly learnt there are two types of
people those that look and those that
studious ignore.
The
ones
that looked got
pounced on and we
got to talk to a lot of
interesting people.
Some of these were
already qualified, or
had a go while on
holiday and were
possible interested
in trying again and
overall we signed up
12 people for a try
dive. We had one
man came up to us
with his grandson
and told us he was
a former member
more than a few years back. He and
Geoff Baker got into reminiscing.
Later in the year we got an
invite through Wokingham Borough
Council asking if we wanted to participate in a Family Sports Event in Wood-

ley on Sunday 27th September. It’s a
bit out of our area, but we do have
members coming from all over so it
we thought it was worth a visit. Now
because we were going to be out on a
Sports Field there was some concern
over what the weather would bring,
Gill and Ian very kindly offered their
trailer tent. This had several advantages, i.e. stable cover, awning, and
kitchen! There’s that coffee again.
Actually it was a truly lovely
day,
and
apart from
being quite
pleasant
for us, it
m e a n t
there were
a lot of
people at
the event.
Admittedly
it was probably geared
more tow a r d s
youngsters, but
they
did
come with
their parents. And with the lure of free
“bugs” and balloons supplied by BSAC
we got a steady stream of visitors, and
again a few try divers were tempted
to sign up. And again evidence of the
small world, I had put up pictures
of various club
events,
and one
of the visitors recognised
Jon.

We even got to fit out the Reading
football club mascot, Kingsley Royal, a
7 ft lion mascot in dive kit. However
he declined the invitation to do a try
dive – maybe he didn’t want to get his
fur wet!
 	
It’s always a surprise and
a pleasure at these events, and we
never know who we will meet. There
are a few new faces at our club as a
result. Thanks to Bracknell Sports Centre and Wokingham Council and of
course many thanks to my fellow 2015
committee members and of course
Ian Vine and Garry Beattie, who were
able to come along and help giving up
a Saturday and Sunday respectively to
these events. It made it really fun!

Container Fit out Day
On Saturday 15th August we
got to fit out our new kit storage container. The long awaited container had
been delivered and now we needed
to get it all fitted out with storage systems, de-rusting and a paint job.
Shelf construction was main-

ly performed by Martin Hamilton, who
had put together the design. Ian Vine
was in charge of hanging arrangements. The work bench was a combined effort of many. Geoff set about
installing a solar lighting system. Andy
Taylor supplied the power sander and
power to remove the rust before multiple people got to apply the Hammerite.
At the end of the day we were
rewarded by a BBQ kindly supplied by
Martin and Alison Hamilton. Another
good job completed.

T

he AGM on 12th November
2015 was attended by 30 plus
members to listen to the committee outline last years events. The
Chairman remarked that diving
had been good throughout the year
with few loss of days due to bad
weather.
Twelve new members have
joined giving us a total of 102 divers
including social members. The fun
days, website and member recommendations were all good recruiting sergeants in maintaining our
membership numbers. The significant expenditure was for an equipment store located at the Bracknell
Leisure Centre. This containers
has been fitted out to take the dive
equipment owned by the club and
was carried out by members of the
Committee and club volunteers.
The work was rewarded by a delicious barbeque, hosted by Alison
and Martin Hamilton.
The club committee has
also been on the promotional path
with representation at a couple of
venues one of particular note was
the Woodley Family Sports day at
Bulmershe School.
A combined donation of
£860-12 were presented to last year’s
elected charities; Thames Hospice
and Diveability. The 2015/16 charities are
RNLI and
Thames
Air Ambulance.
Next it was
the turn of
the Treasurer Geoff.
Baker. He
announced
we have a
small surplus during the last year, though
have substantial monies on deposit, the only significant expenditure
being the storage container. It was

suggested that a
conventional accounting
software
package is
purchased
to control
the budgetting.
Benchmark Software has
been chosen as free support is available to charity organisation users.
Matt Fry our Diving Officer
thanked the members for the good
standards
of diving
with only
two small
diving
incidents
during the
year. Matt
urged the
members
to become
more involved
in
dive
managing and organisation and
for those wishing to carrying out
DM&O mentoring was always available.Some signifcant facts were presented 656 club dives were carried
totaling 456 hours underwater.
Matt
closed
with an emphasis on reviewing personal diving
preperation
including kit
review. Completing
his
presentation
he thanked 		
Andy Hodgson
our Training
Officer who’s turn it was to outline
a very successful year. Commenting that we are one of the leading,
if not the leading dive club in train-

ing in the UK.
			
The list was indeed
impressive with six Ocean Divers,
five Sports Divers, two Dive leaders, one Mixed Gas, six Closed Curcuit plus two Open Water Instructor qualifications.
The Chairman
returned to his feet
to speak about the
election of officers
and the expectation of a stampede
for the committee
positions - unsurprisingly
none
were in evidence.
The incumbent
committee
has
kindly continued to
serve us and they are: Jon Payne as
Chairman, Jonna Fry; Secretary,
Geoff. Baker; Treasurer. Membership Gill Vine. Equipment Officer,
Alan Brown and respectively, Ruth
Beattie and Felicity Townsend will
be looking after our publicity and
social life, while Projects will be in
the safe hands of Martin Hamilton.
Ian Vine has again undertaken the
unenvious of Try Dive Organiser
asking for our help as members to
take in try divers and emphasising
that those with Dive Leader qualification and above can now help
with the in-water instructing and
do not need instructor status.
The awards are greeted
with approbation and humour in
equal parts. Andy Hodgson and
Hayley Giles were congratulated
becoming Diver of the Year and
Most Promising Diver. Instructor
of the Year went to Gill Vine. The

Osborne Award to Mella. Mouthpiece award to Ruth. Try Dive Introducer found Ruth accepting
another award while the prodigious efforts of Steve Lawson won
him the Try Dive Instructor of the
Year. Catch of the Year featured a
crab so big it just fitted into Nick
Jewson’s car boot! The DO Award
which is decided personally by the
incumbent went to Jeff Reed for his
tireless help given to the Diving Officer.
The second part of the
awards took a turn for the ridiculous. Chris. Edwards managed to
collect the unzipped dry suit or
Mr. Zippy award making him the
second in his family to receive this
coveted recognition. Excess luggage award went to Sarah and Pete
Custerson for travelling to Malta
with their kit only to fall ill and unable to dive. Non Contact award
went to Chris. Speed for giving the
wrong contact details that caused

him to travel to the dive destination
that had been blown out! Squidge
of the Year went to Mike Hamilton
showing him being kissed by an
attractive young lady. Well done
Mike they are only jealous of your
manly charms. The Left Luggage
Award as its name suggests is for
forgotten dive equipment and
was won by Clive Morten.

The photography awards completed the evening Jonna Fry winning the UK, Garry Beattie the
Overseas, Andy Hodgson Overall
winner, with the Ahh! award going to Jonna for her video of a
seal falling love with our divine
Diving Officer!

What can you achieve?
The club can provide training for nearly
every course available under the BSAC
Diver Training Programme.

If we can’t run a course, we can organise it.
As part of your membership fees, all in house
diver training is provided at cost.
In most cases you only need to pay for training
materials and logistical expenses.
The instructors give their time freely.
It is not just the standard courses that are available.

Do you want to develop your snorkelling skills, have
an affinity with underwater photography, fancy learning
to handle a Rigid Hull Inflatable Boat, identify wreck
components and become a marine archaeologist,
improve your in water skills, progress to deeper diving,
or heaven forbid, become a Closed Circuit
Rebreather Diver?

There is a raft of Skill Development Courses (SDC’s)
available, which complement the conventional
training schedules that are organised
and run within the club.

We also have instructor trainers in the club.
Want to teach?
Almost any level can be achieved through our
instructor trainers’ help.

Please contact our training officer Andy Hodgson for information on any course
you are interested in being run. training@bracknellscuba.org.uk

